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4. Law of Civil Procedure and Bankruptcy 

1. A stockholder cannot have standing to be sued for a declara-

tory judgment, of the nonexistence of placement of new shares. 

Decision by the Third Petty Bench of the Supreme Court on Jan-

uary 28, 1997. Case No. (O)316 of 1993. A fa:koku appeal claiming 

declaration of the nonexistence, or nullity, of placement of new shares 

of stock. 51 Minsha 40; 1592 Hanrei Jih(~ 129; 931 Hanrei Taimuzu 

179. 

[Reference: Commercial Law, Article 280.15; Code of Civil Proce-

dure, Article 45.] 

[Facts] 

A, a stock corporation which deals fruits and vegetables, was in-

corporated in 1966. A is a family corporation and had a capital of 

twelve million yen in 197 1 , that is to say, had issued twelve hundred 

shares. Later, A issued twelve hundred new shares in 1 974 and twenty-

four hundred in 1983. A had each issuance registered. 

X (plaintiff, k(~so appellant, fakoku respondent) has been Ais rep-

resentative director since its incorporation. Owning two hundred and 

seventy shares, X was the largest shareholder before new shares were 

placed in 1974, while Y (defendant, kOso respondent, ft~koku appel-

lant), X's nephew, possessed two hundred shares. When A issued 

twelve hundred new shares in 1974, X and Y subscribed to six hun-

dred and one hundred of them respectively. As a result, Y became 

A;s largest shareholder. Furthermore, in 1983's placement of twenty-

four hundred new shares, X subscribed to nine hundred and Y to none, 
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which means that X again became the largest shareholder. 

Two lawsuits were filed about the placement of those new shares. 

First, X sued Y for declaratory judgment of the nonexistence of place-

ment of new shares in 1 974. Secondly, Y sued A for declaratory judg-

ment of the nullity of issuance of new shares in 1983 under the Com-

mercial Law, Article 280.15. The latter action is called a "shinkabu 

hakk(~ muk(~ no uttae". The case discussed here is the former one. 

The Kanazawa District Court dismissed X's claim. The court stated 

that it could not find the nonexistence of placement of new shares in 

1974, since no remarkably serious, substantial or procedural infirmity 

existed (see the decision by the Kanazawa District Court on February 

8, 1995). X filed a kos(~ appeal. 

On the contrary, the Kanazawa Branch of the Nagoya High Court 

reversed the original decision and permitted X's claim. The court held 

that there was a remarkably serious, substatial and procedural infirmity 

in the process of placement of the new shares in 1974, and therefore 

that the placement did not exist (see the decision by the Kanazawa 

Branch of Nagoya High Court on October 26, 1996). 

Y filed a ft~koku appeal. 

[Opinion ofthe Court] 

Reversed . 

The Commercial Law does not provide for an action for declara-

tory judgment concerning the nonexistence of placement of new shares 

of stock. In a certain case, however, such an action may be permissible 

following an action for declaratory judgment of the nullity of place-

ment of new shares (shinkabu hakk~ mukO no uttae). As for an ac-

tion for declaratory judgment of the nonexistence of placement of new 

shares, several problems arise compared to an action for declaratory 

judgment of the nullity of placement of new shares; for example, is 

there any statute of limitations for the action or who has the standing 

to sue? It is difficult to solve those problems, but, at least, the Court 

believes that it is a corporation that should be a defendant in the ac-

tion, just as in an action for the declaration of the nullity of placement 

of new shares. 

In this case, however, X sued not A, but Y, who as a shareholder 
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subscribed to some new shares. Therefore, the Court concluded that 

this action itself was unlawful. 

Thus, the Court decided to reverse the original judgment in favor 

of X and to dismiss X's claim. 

Concurring opinions by Justice Kabe and Justice Chigusa 

The Commercial Law provides for a six-month-statute of limita-

tions in an action for declaratory judgment of the nullity of placement 

of new shares, based on a standpoint of legal stability. Considering the 

fact that we, by following the action, allow an action for declaratory 

judgment of the nonexistence of placement of new shares without any 

provisions, we must say that it is not allowable to let the latter action 

be brought at any time regardless of statute of limitations. On the other 

hand, even after a six-month-statute of limitations has passed, one may 

need to bring the action as a basis of, for example, an action for the 

declaration of. the nonexistence of rights as a shareholder. 

We find from what was mentioned above that further discussion 

is necessary about how far the provisions in the Commercial Law for 

an action for declaratory judgment of the nullity of placement of new 

shares may be applied to an action for declaratory judgment of the 

nonexistence of placement of new shares. We will not discuss it here, 

but will watch future developments . 

[Comment] 

The Court in this case points out several problems of a declarative 

action concerning the nonexistence of placement of new shares. Here, 

I will take up four problems which are regarded as of special impor-

tance, and consider them in order. 

The first problem is whether it is permissible or not to file an ac-

tion to request a court to declare the nonexistence of placement of 

new shares. The point is that the Commercial Law provides for an ac-

tion for declaratory judgment of the nullity of placement of new shares 

(Commercial Law, Article 280.15 ff.), while it does not provide for an 

action for declaratory judgment of the nonexistence of placement of 

new shares. 

Every Commercial Law textbook that refers to this problem per-

mits such an action. 
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No precedents have held so far that such an action is unlawful. 

However, this does not mean that any cases held clearly what the pro-

cedural requisites are or to what extent a decision has an effect in an 

action. There have been no irrevocable judgment either that declare the 

nonexistence of placement of new shares. (See, for example, decisions 

of the Fukuoka High Court of October 12, 1955, 8 Ko~minsha 535, and 

of the Tokyo High Court of August 21, 1986, 1208 Hanrei Jih(~ 123). 

The Court in this case held that "the action may be pennissible 

following an action for declaratory judgment of the nullity of place-

ment of new shares", which means that, although the Court uses the 

word "may" rt does not regard such an action as unlawful. Thus, we 

can infer that this is the first Supreme Court's judgment allowing such 

an action to some extent, in spite of its complete denial. 

The second problem is, based on the view of permitting such an 

action, what kind of circumstances should exist as a basis for the ac-

tion. That is to say, when can we say that the placement of new shares 

does not exist? 

The Court did not discuss substantial conditions concerning this 

problem. We may suppose, however, that, since the Court held that 

the action was allowed "when the substance of the placement of new 

shares was missing", it denied the criterion of the "existence of re-

markably serious, substantial or procedural infirmity" used by the court 

of first instance and the court below. 

The third problem concerns the nature of the action. In other words, 

is the action a kind of special action provided for by the Commercial 

Law just like an action for the declaration of the nullity of placement of 

new shares is, or is it only one of the general actions for a declaratory 

judgment? Neither theories nor cases have clearly stated what they think 

about this problem. 

The Court in this case held that "it is necessary to settle the 

nonexistence of placement of new shares by an irrevocable judgment 

with a public effect in the action, as it is in an action for the declara-

tion of the nullity of placement of new shares". Judging from the fact 

that a judgment declaring the nonexistence of placement of new shares 

is given a public effect, we can say that the Court thinks of such an 

action, which it held "may be permissible", as a special action under 
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the Commercial Law. Moreover, the Court did not say anything about 

the interests of pronouncing a declaratory judgment when it dismissed 

X's claim. All those facts considered, we may admit that the Court 

never regards this action as a general one, but only as a special action 

under the Commercial Law with a public effect on a judgment. 

The fourth problem is, based on thoughts mentioned above, how 

far we should follow, as a basis of the action, the procedural requisites 

for an action for the declaration of the nullity of placement of new 

shares, such as statute of limitations, plaintiff and defendant qualifica-

tion and so on. No theories and cases have given answers to this prob-

lem yet. 

The Commercial Law provides for the procedural requisites of an 

action for the declaration of the nullity of placement of new shares. 

According to the Law, the statute of limrtatrons rs "within slx months 

from the date of placement" (Article 280.15 (1)), and only sharehold-

ers, directors or inspectors are granted the plaintiff qualification (Arti-

cle 280.15 (2)). The defendant qualification is not provided for in the 

Law, for it stands to reason that only corporations should be given the 

defendant qualification as long as declaraory'judgments have public ef-

fects. No scholars will differ on the conclusion. 

As for the plaintiff and defendant qualification, we should apply 

the same standards as in an action for the declaration of the nullity of 

placement of new shares. No objection would occur on this point. 

On the contrary, opinions would be divided on the statute of limi-

tations. Some may think that the same term of six months is naturally 

adopted to an action for the declaration of the nonexixtence of place-

ment of new shares. Others may refuse to set a statute of limitations 

in such an action. They say that, since nothing can make placement 

which does not exist happen even after the expiration of the statute 

of limitations, it is illogical to establish such limitations. The fact that 

there are no special provisions makes this problem more difficult. 

The Court in this case presented the question of statute of limita-

tions, but did not give it an answer, for this case was unlawful anyway 

because X did not sue A, a corporation. The supplementary opinions 

by Justice Kabe and Justice Chigusa do not adapt the view which re-

fuses to establish a statute of limitations. The Court's decision in this 
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case made clear what would be problematic and important. 
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2. A creditor can collect freely on a promissory note, in which he 

has the right of retention based on the Commercial Law, after 

the declaration of bankruptcy against a debtor and to allot the 

money collected to his loan. 

Decision by the Osaka High Court on March 25, 1997. Case 
No. (ne)707 of 1995. A k(~so appeal claiming restitution of unjust en-

richment. 1020 Kinya Sho~,ji Hanrei 36; 1486 Kinya Ho~mu JljO 90. 

[Reference: Bankruptcy Act, Articles 93, 92, 95 and 204.] 

[Facts] 

A, a bankrupt company, negotiated a promissory note for one mil-

lion yen at face value (hereinafter described as the promissory note 

at issue) to bank Y (plaintiff, kOso appellant) on July 29, 1996 and 

commissioned Y to collect it. On September 21, A got a loan of ten 

million yen from Y (hereinafter described as the loan at issue) in ex-

change for issuing a promissory note for the same amount, under a 

written contract for accounts with banks (hereinafter called the "Writ-

ten Contract") which A had srgned on July 1 1 1988. According to 

the Written Contract. Article 4 (3), A and Y agreed that "Y has the 

right to collect or dispose of collateral at its option, at a time and at 

a price which seem generally appropriate, without necessarily going 

through the means provided for by law, and then allot the money ac-

quired to its loan regardless of the leagal order. If the loan is not re-

paid in full by the means mentioned above, A will immediately repay 

the balance". According to the Written Contract, Article 4 (4), A and 

Y also agrees that "if A fails to meet its obligations to Y. Y has the 

right to callect or dispose of all the personal property, notes and other 

valuable papers of A that Y possesses. Article 4 (3) is applied here". 

A was declared bankrupt on December 24, 1 996, and X (plaintiff, 

k(~so respondent) was appointed as the trustee in bankruptcy. On Jan-

uary 2 1 , 1997, X demanded that Y return the promissory note at is-

sue, claiming that the commission contract applicable to it was natu-

rally terminated by the declaration of bankruptcy of A, or that X dis-

solved the contract on the date of the declaration. Y, however, denied 
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this request. 

Y collected the promissory note at issue on its due date of January 

3 1 and received money. Y then alloted the money to some part of the 

loan at issue. 

X sued Y for restitution of the money in the amount of the promis-

sory note at issue. X's claim was that Y had acquired it as unjust en-

richment. 

Neither X nor Y disputed the fact that Y had the right of retention 

based on the application of the Commercial Law, Article 521 to the 

promissory note at issue. The following two issues were argued and 

decided in this case: 

The First Issuue is: 

The Bankruptcy Act, Article 93 ( I ) provides that "the right of re-

tention based on the Commercial Law is conclusively presumed to be 

a special lien". Does this mean that the right of retention loses validity 

and is transformed into a pure lien, or that the right of retention addi-

tionally acquires the nature of a lien without losing its original valid-

ity? 

The Second Issue is: 

As long as the right of retention based on the Commercial Law 

has the nature of a special lien, it becomes a special unaffected right, 

called "Betsujyo-ken", in the bankruptcy process (Bankruptcy Act, Ar-

ticle 92). In this case, Y collected on the promissory note at issue 

without a compulsory sale, which falls under the "disposal of collateral 

by optional means not provided for under law (see Bankruptcy Act, 

Article 204 (1))". The question is whether there is a legal basis for 

permitting such disposal. Is it found in the Written Contract, Article 4 

(3), or in Article 4 (4)? 

The court of first instance upheld X's claim. 

With respect to the first issue, the Kyoto District Court held that 

the right of retention had lost validity at the time of the declaration of 

bankruptcy. 

With respect to the second issue, the same court held that Written 

Contract, Article 4 (4) does not establish any consensual security inter-

est, that Y's right to collect or dispose of the promissory note at issue 

under the clause depends upon the commission from A, and that, since 
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the commission came to an end with the declaration of bankruptcy, Y's 

above-mentioned right also lapsed. The Court did not refer to the Writ-

ten Contract, Article 4 (3). 

Y filed a k(~so appeal. 

[Opinion ofthe Court] 

The original judgment was reversed and the k(~so appeal dismissed. 

Opinion concerning the First Issue 

As long as we interpret the Bankruptcy Act, Article 93 Iiterally, 

we find that it is unrelated to the validity of the right of retention 

based on the Commercial Law in the bankruptcy process. Therefore, 

when we decide whether or not the right of retention loses valid-

ity on bankruptcy, we have to consider the legislative history of the 

Bankruptcy Act, relation to other relevant laws, propriety of a conclu-

sion, and so on. 

A creditor who had the right to retention based on the Commer-

cial Law still can file a compulsory sale as a creditor having a special 

lien in the bankruptcy process, even though the validity of the right of 

retention itself lapses. Thus, he or she does not lose the preferential 

status protected by the B ankruptcy Act. We interpret the B ankruptcy 

Act, Article 93 as such that it basically makes the right of retention in-

valid, but on the other hand, as far as the right of retention based on 

the Commercial Law is concerned, it guarantees a creditor the right to 

hle a compulsory sale based on a special lien although his preference 

falls behind creditors with other special liens. According to the above 

interpretation, we may conclude that the right of retention based on the 

Commercial Law loses its original validity when a debtor is declared 

bankrupt. 

Opinion concerning the Second Issue 

(a) The Written Contract, Article 4 (4) as a basis 

See the judgment by the court of first instance mentioned above. 

(b) The Written Contract, Article 4 (3) as a basis 

A security intrest in this article is not limited to what is concen-

sual, but includes a statutory intrest. We cannot find any reason to 

deny the application of this article when a bank has a security intrest 

granted by law. Therefore, we understand that Y was given the right 
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of optional disposal under the Bankruptcy Act, Article 204 (1) and, as 

the basis for exercising this right, also given the right to possess the 

promissory note at issue. We hold that Y can assert the existence of 

this article against X, a trustee in bankruptcy, because the Bankruptcy 

Act, Article 204 ( 1) acknowledges that Y may collect or dispose of 

collateral in an optional way according to the Written Contract, Article 

4 (3), because we hold that collateral usually can be sold at a higher 

price by means of optional disposal than by means prescribed by law, 

and because ultimately such disposal is beneficial to the bankruptcy es-

tate as well. 

At the same time, we have to admit that a creditor who has only a 

preferential right in receiving allocation in payment based on a special 

lien will be treated too well in consequence of the thinking mentioned 

above. Nevertheless, we support the conclusion that a bank can dispose 

of a note in an optional way, not only because it enables a creditor 

commissioned to collect a note to use it as actual collateral, but also 

because it contributes to smooth financial transactions. 

[Comment] 

With respect to the first issue, the court in this case clearly held 

that the right of retention based on the Commercial Law lost validity 

in the bankruptcy process. 

Scholars have expressed three views on this problem. The first 

view states that the holder of the right of retention based on the Com-

mercial Law keeps its original right and the right also acquires the na-

ture of a lien. The second view states that the right is transformed into 

a pure lien and its validity as a right of retention itself lapses. The 

third view states that the right changes into a lien without losing its 

original right to retain, therefore a creditor having the right to retain, 

using it as a defense, can deny a request from a trustee in bankruptcy 

to transfer collateral, in order to exercise the special unaffected right 

eff ectively. 

I agree with the second view, and think that the first and third 

views are going too far, because the fact that a creditor keeps the right 

to retain in addition to the preferential right based on lien is not in ac-

cord with the fact that the right of retention based on the Civil Code 
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lapses completely according to the Bankruptcy Act, Article 93 (2). I 

agree with the decision the court made in this case. 

The next problem is whether or not a creditor has to transfer col-

lateral to a trustee in bankruptcy as the result of losing the right to re-

tain it. The three views mentioned above all assume the creditor's duty 

to make the transfer. I wonder if we can think in a different way. 

The collateral which Y had in this case was a promissory note. A 

lien on a promissory note can be thought of as one kind of lien on 

personal property. It is said that a creditor who has a security inter-

est like a lien on collateral must have a requisite for opposing a third 

party in order to assert his right against a trustee in bankruptcy. The 

requisite for opposing a third party to a lien on a promissory note is 

"possession". In this case, Y possessed the promissory note at issue, 

and therefore had the requisite for opposing a third party. Thus, one 

may conclude that Y does not necessarily have to return the note to X 

only because the right of retention based on the Commerecial Law was 

transformed into a lien. 

With respect to the second issue, the court in this case held that 

Y's "right of optional disposal" provided for in the Bankruptcy Act, 

Article 204 ( 1) is grounded on the Written Contract, Article 4 (3). 

Theories differ on this point. There exist four theories: the first ac-

knowledges the right based on Article 4 (3); the second based on Ar-

ticle 4 (4); the third denies the right for the reason that Article 4 (3) is 

applied only to consensual security intrests and not to statutory ones; 

and the fourth denies the right for the reason that the right to collect or 

dispose of collateral provided for in Article 4 (4) is based on the com-

mission from the debtor and it lapses when he goes bankupt. 

I agree with the conclusion that the right of optional disposal is af-

firmed based on Article 4 (3). A more difficult problem is whether a 

creditor can oppose a trustee in bankruptcy by asserting the existence 

of Article 4 (3). The court stated with respect to this problem that a 

creditor can oppose a trustee in bankruptcy because it is anticipated 

that the collateral usually could be sold at a higher price by means of 

optional disposal than by means prescribed by law and such disposal is 

ultimately beneficial to the bankruptcy estate as well. It seems that the 

court failed to show enough reasons. It should have added more rea-
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optional desposal. 
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of the Written Contract" to reinforce the right of 
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